Elevating Industry Standards:
Chemwest's Commitment to Excellence and Innovation!

Perry Johnson Registrars is proud to introduce ISO 9001:2015 certified Chemwest Systems, Inc. In the ever-evolving landscape of industrial process solutions, Chemwest has emerged as a trailblazing force, delivering top-tier products and services that have left an indelible mark on the global semiconductor fabrication sector. Specializing in plastic fabrication and machining, Chemwest has set itself apart by consistently designing and manufacturing innovative components that redefine industry standards.

At the heart of Chemwest’s success lies its diverse range of industrial products and services. The company's core offerings revolve around the design and manufacture of innovative industrial process solutions and components. From plastic safety shields that ensure workplace safety to a versatile array of wet process tools incorporating controls, high purity plumbing, electrical components, and pneumatics, Chemwest's products have become essential fixtures in leading semiconductor fabrication facilities across the globe.

Central to Chemwest's pursuit of excellence is its adherence to ISO 9001:2015 Certification. This certification has ushered in a culture of continuous improvement within the company. By melding ISO’s stringent standards with decades of best practices, they have not only elevated its processes but also instilled a sense of purpose within its workforce. The certification has streamlined interdepartmental communication, fostering clarity in expectations and a commitment to crafting superior products tailored to customers' needs.

ISO 9001:2015 Certification is more than a mere accolade; it is a testament to Chemwest's dedication to quality. The meticulous preparation, exhaustive process, and tangible outcomes underscore the company's unwavering focus on delivering excellence. The journey to certification has imbued Chemwest with an ISO mindset, further propelling its pursuit of higher quality standards.

Chemwest’s collaboration with PJR has been pivotal in its pursuit of excellence. The partnership has proven to be symbiotic, driven by the expertise and professionalism of PJR’s auditors.

“We have had the best experiences with PJR! Our Auditors have been amazing and professional. Excellent insight and guidance to improvement. Both onsite and remote audits have proven to be effective. We love the ease of the Auditors presence to make our employees feel comfortable while under scrutiny.” – Susan Pfeffer, Quality Manager

Their trajectory is clear: a steadfast dedication to continual improvement and innovation. The company's future is intricately woven with its commitment to serving an increasingly diverse and expanding customer base. As technology advances and industries evolve, Chemwest aims to remain at the forefront, consistently pushing boundaries and redefining what is possible.

Chemwest’s philosophy can be distilled into four simple, yet powerful words: "Promises Kept. Quality Delivered." This succinct expression encapsulates the company's unwavering dedication to honoring commitments and delivering products of exceptional quality. ✪